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Microprocessor controllers MTK-64 for traffic control on a cross-road

 We are pleased to represent you the latest products of Traffic Systems Ltd.  Bulgaria:

The microprocessor controllers type  MTK are the result  of  a long-term research and 

development in the company which has run-in the first microprocessor controller in Bulgaria in 

1985 - controller  type “RUD 3000M”. Since 1986 till  the present  moment the company has 

installed 662 controllers of different types for traffic control in 19 towns in Bulgaria.

In  four  towns  the  company  has  build  up  control  systems  with  a  central  dispatching 

station.
The controller type MTK incorporates the experience gained during the stages of design, 

development, production and installation of controllers for traffic control on a cross-road and it  
complies with the Bulgarian State Standard and the technical standards according to EN 12675, 
HD 638 S1.

Controllers МТК are protected with patent for invention: No 61857/12.07.1999.
“Traffic systems” Ltd has a system “ISO 9001:2000”: No :QS-3699 HH.

TECHNICAL DEVELOPMENT

1. Components of  the controlling member:  a microprocessor  system based on a one-chip 

microcomputer PCB83C552 on three boards of single EUROCARD size, operating in wide 

temperature range. From 2013 – a new  microcomputer module (LPC1788) will be installed 

(replacing the PCB83C552 module).

2. Components of the power member: TRIAC: ВТА-24-800 BW RG (Philips).

3. Plug-in module construction elements at the power outputs providing the customer with the 

choice  of  various  configurations  with  8,  16,  24,  32,  48  or  64  outputs  (lamp  circuits)  

depending on the size and complexity of the cross-road.

4. The controller is installed in a stand-alone unit for surface mounting (company  RITTAL), 

securing operation in severe atmospheric conditions.

5. Easy  and  simplistic  controller  configuration  servicing  for  the  respective  cross-road 

performed by trained staff.

6. Continuous diagnostics at all outputs and the controller itself as the data is indicated on a 

LED control panel in a comprehensible form for the servicing staff.

The hardware and software devices provide automatic protection when:

 the red light bulb has fused, and optionally when the orange and green light 

bulbs burn out;

 malfunctioning green lights - leakage or short circuit in the cables;

 Improperly set traffic organisation at the cross-road.



When protection is actuated this always leads to the ‘emergency flashing yellow’ mode or  

‘all dark’ mode avoiding dangerous (conflict) output combination.

7. Build-in  function  for  measuring  of  the  installed  power  at  each  output  enabling  the  

maintenance staff  to identify the number and position of burnt out bulbs. Optionally we 

provide programming for protection actuating when the installed power goes down below 

certain pre-set value. (exception: not applicable for LED traffic lights).

8. Constant heating-up and gradual lighting of the lamps which secures their longer service 

life (exception: not applicable for LED traffic lights).

9. Build-in serial interface to communicate with the traffic co-ordination and control centre. A  

system for traffic  control  and regulation in a region and town has been developed and 

installed by the company in six towns in Bulgaria (via telephone or GPRS communication).  

It secures automatic control in ‘green wave’ mode in the main directions and dispatcher  

control on a single cross-road or group of cross-roads.

10. Optional manual (policeman) control of the controller (by RS485).

11. Interface with external devices: countdowns etc. (by RS485).

12. MTK-64 option incorporates a module for servicing of 16 pcs. induction’s loops and 24 

digital outputs for signals from pedestrian and other buttons. The module provides:

 monitoring the state of each loop - cut or shot circuit;

 self-adjustment in case of changes in the characteristic data of the loop and 

environment;

 operating mode - presence and pulse.

13. MTK-64 option enables quick and easy re-adjustment of the signal programme parameters 

by trained staff on the very cross-road by means of EEPROM.

14. All  options  secure  traffic  control  on  a  cross-road in  sequence and within  the  range of  

transitional intervals secure control in signal groups.

15. Operation modes:

 Linked /"green wave" – local (by GPS) or  from central control room in network by 

means of “predefined” signal programs or “new temporary signal program” – with new 

phase sequence, time split, cycle length, offset;

 Local / "fixed" time from internal real time clock;

 Local traffic-depending control – according to the information from traffic detectors 

(current  queues,  presence  and current  speed)  and  external  demands  –  from buses, 

emergency vehicles, fire trucks, police cars, from pedestrian push buttons etc. (green 

and red light adjustment based on traffic detectors for presence, speed, etc.);

 Manual /from manual panel/;

 Flashing yellow;

 All dark.

16. Sophisticated adaptive control.

17. Connection to central traffic management and optimization systems.



TECHNICAL  DATA

Supply voltage: 220V  AC  +10/ -15 %;

Frequency: 50 Hz;

Ambient temperature range outside cabinet: -30 oC to +50 oC;

Time base: digital;

Time assurance: quartz;

Number of programs (signal plans) in "fixed" time control mode  -  8;

Number of traffic stages in each signal plan – max. 8;

Output circuit monitoring - each output circuit;

Max. switching power per lamp circuit: 500 W at 220 V;

Expandability: max. 80 lamp circuit for MTK 64-80;

Programming: program storage unit: EPROM + EEPROM;

Program switching: jumpless, automatically, if necessary via transit program;

Operation: by control panel, internal real-time clock, master, central traffic computer, traffic  

dependent system;

Interfaces: RS-232 (for telephone modem or GPRS modem): 1200 baud, even, 8, 1;

Interface: RS-485 (for policeman’s remote control, countdown units, other devices).

Signalling sequence:

 for vehicle signal groups: red  - red+yellow  -  green  -  yellow

 for pedestrian signal groups: red  -  green  -  green flashing

 optional: any other sequence;

The controller MTK-64 can operate and control LED traffic light modules (from 8 W per 

circuit).

From 2013 year, we upgrade the current controllers with a new processor module (with 

LPC1788  NXP  processor)  ,  which  will  increase  the  number  and  types  of  controller 

interfaces. Specifications of the new module are: 

 ARM Cortex-M3 processor LPC1788, running at frequencies of up to 100 MHz;

 512 kB flash memory, 64 kB – CPU SRAM, 4 kB additional EEPROM memory;

 3.5' TFT display with touch screen panel;

 a new interface Ethernet (web server or client);

 USB device and USB host;

 additional RS485, RS232.

Thanks to these new features, the connectivity capabilities of the controller are greatly 

enhanced.  These  interfaces  include  different  peripheral  devices,  systems,  and 

subsystems.

Best regards: Eng.   D.K.  Stoyanov
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